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MODEL OF DENDRITE GROWTH IN METALLIC ALLOYS

1.

INTRODUCTION

Constantly increasing demand for high quality products as tendency to reduction production costs impose the use of innovative and advanced computer modelling techniques.
Today’s technician is unable to provide a high quality product in a demanded time without
the use of computer aided tools. However, increasing competition between manufacturers
causes use of basic algorithms becomes insufficient. That is why developers of new technology and computer intended algorithms more often take into account processes that runs
at micro- and nano- scale. While computing power is increasing it is possible to get results
of good accuracy after reasonable time, even though improved models need much more
computational effort.
Predicting the microstructure of modern alloys and composite materials requires
a knowledge of differential equations that describe the rate of nucleation, dendrite growth
and the alloying elements concentration in the grain and the fluid surrounding it.
Attempts to develop such models have already been undertaken by numerous
authors [1–8]. Mentioned authors attempt to analyze the process of nucleation. It is the
stage, which has the greatest importance to the formation of casted component microstructure and its properties. Models built by them took into account the various processes that
may take place in the metal during the initial stage of crystallization. They try to find the
link between the effect of the nucleation rate and growth of existing grains on the latent heat
of crystallization release. Partitioning durig solidification leads to build-up or depletion of
solute in the liquid adjected to the solid. Mentioned process effects the crystals growth rate
because the diffusion in the liquid is main phenomenon that controls the growth rate. As the
grains radiuses grows the solid volume fraction grows. This leads to release the latent heat
of solidification which affects the rate of undercooling change.
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In this paper the authors attempt to build a model that could help determine the mutual
relationship between the concentration field on the axis joining the center of dendrite and its
tip and dendrite growth rate. Prepared model can be useful even in the case of compound
alloy while it is possible to reduce it to binary alloy according to additivity rule [9, 10]. As
in Rappaz and Thevoz [2] work it was assumed that dendrite grows inside the spherical
envelope of radius R, that consists its arms and surrounding liquid. However, in their
attempt Rappaz and Thevoz [2] analyzed the heat transfer equation and its sensitivity on
dendrites growth rate. In presented work authors assume constant cooling rate. The dendrite
tip growth rate is calculated with relationship given by Burden and Hunt [15]. Resultant set
of differential equations describes the relations that rules liquid alloy behaviour during
crystallization. Those equations can be used to analyze depletion depth as well as concentration change in the melt adjected to the grain. Obtained data can be used to analyze those
phenomenons or become complement to build more general nucleation and crystal growth
model [8, 11].
2.

MODEL DESCRIPTION

Computations domain is limited to a spherical volume, V, of Rmax radius in which
nucleation event can take place. The temperature change in this volume is small enough that
assumption of equal temperature in this region can be made. It was also assumed that new
crystal appears in the centre of volume V. Liquid that surrounds the grain separates it from
the other grains so no impingement of temperature or diffusion fields surrounding grains is
possible. That is why no temperature or concentration gradient at the boundary of V volume
was assumed. Dendrite grows in its spherical envelope of radius R that consists of solid
dendrite and interdendritic melt. Border of this envelope separates grain from extradendritic
liquid. The radius of envelope changes as the dendrite tips grow into the extradendritic melt.
The concentration near to dendrite tip plays main role during dendrite growth rate calculation. In order to simplify no diffusion profile inside dendrite envelope is calculated. The
assumptions mentioned above make it possible to reduce described problem to one-dimensional. Domain of this problem is interval [0, Rmax] located on the axis that joins centre of
dendrite with its tip.
2.1. Compound alloys reduction to binary alloy
Presented model can be used for compound alloy but computations take place only for
binary alloy. As it was shown by Dahle et al. [9] it is possible to reduce compound alloy to
binary alloy in terms of calculating diffusion coefficients and growth restriction parameters
with additive rule. It was successively used for aluminium alloys [12]. According to additive rule, desired parameter, K, can be approximated with following formula:
K = ∑ K i Ci ,

(1)

i

where: i stands for any alloying element present in the melt; Ki is the value of approximated
parameter for i th element and Ci [wt%] is this element concentration in alloy.
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Additive rule, as described in Eq. (1) was successively applied during grain refinement
modelling which was based on free growth model [3, 10].
2.2. New grain initiation
Model concerns one dendritic grain that grows in its envelope within spherical volume V of Rmax radius. New grain initiation takes place in the centre of V. Heterogeneous
nucleation is taken into account. Grain grows from single inoculant particle of radius R.
This radius is defined as the average size of inoculant particles added to the melt. According
to free growth model this value allows to determine the undercooling (temperature) in spatially isothermal V sphere. It is the critical undercooling necessary for free growth at the
particle of 2R diameter [3]:
ΔT fg =

2σ sl
,
ΔSV R

(2)

where: σsl [J·m–2] is the solid/liquid interfacial energy; ΔSV [J·m–3·K–1] is the entropy of
fusion per unit volume.
It was assumed that new grain consists only from α phase. However there is no pushing of elements considered at the initiation stage. This process and diffusion of elements in
extradendritic liquid are taken into account since grain starts to grow.
2.3. Dendrite growth rate
Modelling of dendrite growth rate is very important issue. It was discussed by many
authors [13, 14]. As the effect of those analysis some dendrite growth rate models were
developed. Mentioned models connects the dendrite tip growth rate with physicochemical
parameters and solutal undercooling. In this work the following model was chosen [15, 10]:
dR DS ΔSV
=
(ΔTs )2,
8σ sl Q
dτ

(3)

where: R [m] denotes dendrite spherical envelope radius; DS [m2·s–1] is diffusion in the
liquid; σsl [J·m–2] is the solid/liquid interfacial energy; Q [K] is the growth-restriction parameter and ΔTS [K] is solutal undercooling.
In this case, ΔTS, is assumed to be only force for dendrite tip growth and it can be
calculated as:
ΔTS = TL − T ,

(4)
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where temperature observed in element V is calculated with heat balance equation:
∂T
∂τ

q

= P+ c ρ,
p

(5)

where: T [K] is current medium temperature; cp [J·kg–1·K–1] is heat capacity; q [W·m–3] is
latent heat of crystallization; TL [K] is liquidus temperature taken from phase diagram lines;
P [K·s–1] is imposed cooling rate that can be described with any function or be set to constant [3, 10].
In numerical calculations time is divided into a series of isothermal steps. During
each step temperature does not change, also liquid is spatially isothermal. In each time
step the current solutal undercooling is calculated from phase diagram for temperature evaluated with Eq. (5). Solutal undercooling is then used for dendrite tip growth rate calculation, Eq. (3).
2.4. Solute depletion length
At every time step next increment of grain envelope radius, R, is calculated with
Eq. (3). Then the flux of alloying element concentration caused by interface moving is
determined, Figure 1. In this Figure areas denoted dC shows the alloying element pushing
regions.

Fig. 1. Effect of dendrite growth on the alloying element concentrationin the liquid adjected to the
dendrite envelope. Regions denoted dC (skew lining) illustrate the area that is the base for alloying
element concentration flux evaluation. The alloying element amount is calculated from region
captured by growing dendrite and redistributed in melt after applying boundary condition, dC (vertical lining)
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Distribution of alloying element in the liquid adjected to the dendrite tip is determined
with modified Fick’s law for spherical system [16]:
– in liquid:
⎧ ∂C
⎛ ∂ 2 C 2 ∂C ⎞
= DS ⎜
+
⎪
⎟,
⎜ 2 r ∂r ⎟
⎪ ∂τ
⎝ ∂r
⎠
⎪
⎪
C − CS dR
⎪ ∂C
=− L
,
⎨
DS
dτ
⎪ ∂r r → R
⎪
⎪ ∂C
⎪
= 0,
⎪ ∂r r = Rmax
⎩

(6)

where: CS [wt.%] is concentration on the interface taken from phase diagram for solidus
line; CL [wt.%] is the alloying element concentration on the interface taken from phase diagram for liquidus line.
Set of transfer equations Eq. (6) can be solved with numerical methods. For time derivative the same differential scheme as for Eq. (3) and (5) should be used. In the case of
spatial derivatives modern approximation techniques can be used, for example Rank Controlled Differential Quadrature Method [17]. The computations accorded to this model with
use of mentioned modern approximation techniques will be the subject of future work.
3.

CONCLUSIONS

Presented model allows to predict growth rate of dendrite tip. It makes it also possible
to determine the alloying element concentration in the solid and in the liquid adjected to the
dendrite envelope, on the axis between dendrite centre and tip.
Prepared set of differential equations is ready prepared to be solve with numerical
methods.
Described model will be a complement element while building more general nucleation and crystal growth model.
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